
Why we call it Medical Practice

“The danger is logic.”

- from the text of Hexagram 29

The I Ching or Book of Changes

 By Richard Wilhelm 

In my recent sojourn to Jerusalem to attend the International Conference on

Integrative Medicine, I had one particularly telling encounter with a fellow whom I will

call Jake.  The conversation we shared – which I will relate presently – was poignant

because it touched upon a topic which looms large and which I find exasperatingly hard

to clarify for many practitioners of TCM in the West.  This problem is so all-pervasive

and so damning to good quality practice that – to me – it is the dividing line by which I

separate New Age hacks from bona fide professionals.  

Why we call it medical practice

Jake was speaking of a product he was there to represent and promote which he

described as a kind of resonance machine (software?) that was capable of making people

aware of ‘vibrational energy.’  (For the purpose of the point I wish to make, what the

machine is or is not is actually unimportant.)  Jake’s considered opinion was that in the

case of illness – or any problem one encounters in life – one need only harmonize with a

certain vibratory frequency of health and all would be well again.  Apparently, his

product was aimed at facilitating this goal.  

When I asked him about the value of struggle and perseverance in the attainment

of lofty and rarified goals, he scoffed (politely) and rejoined that, ‘struggling for anything

is an old, outdated model.  These days all you have to do is tune into the vibration and the

change and attainment is instantaneous with no further effort.’  (Please note that Jake

would not (could not?) actually give any clarifying information about this vibration of
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wellness and enlightenment nor describe how one might discern a vibration of illness

from a genuine vibration of well-being.  Perhaps this was the task of the machine /

software.) 

It would be hard to fabricate a more telling example of New Age lunacy, but Jake

was in absolute earnest and was, all-in-all, a good fellow; and so I want to be clear about

the point I seek to impart.  

The point is this: the high-level mastery of medical practice - even circumscribed

into a specialty – is a thing of inordinate complexity, requiring long and diligent study

with high-level and very subtle ability to discriminate the multitude of factors which

comprise health, healing and illness.  The whole ‘just make up your mind to be

enlightened and you get to be enlightened’ routine is the province of weekend self-

improvement seminars where wanna-be gurus would feign impart some secret insight

regarding life and the proper way to live it for so much an hour.  In medicine, this attitude

is as dastardly to high-quality practice as it is dangerous to patients who – in their

innocence and guileless vulnerability would believe such claims of instant and

miraculous healing as they desperately seek a way out of illness.  To be clear, of course

remarkable cases of miraculous recovery legitimately exist.  But they are so far the

exception and not the rule that their exclusion from our discussion may – by the serious

practitioner be, perhaps, overlooked in favor of the far more pertinent pursuit of high-

quality practice.   

Yet I find no shortage of practitioners of TCM in North America who adhere to

some simulacrum of the same New Age circus-act I read in Jake’s professions of instant

enlightenment sans sweat, effort and logical methodology.  Indeed, many of the

Community Acupuncture clinics I have entered seeking treatment shun nearly all process

and methodology in favor of what is essentially a placebo based treatment, relying on

décor and feng shui instead of logical and rational analysis of presenting signs and

symptoms coupled with competent needling and prescribing of internal medicine.  I have

been chided for insisting on a logical explanation of the therapist’s treatment.  

When students attend my hospital-based program in Guatemala

(http://www.cieloexternships.com/acupuncture_externship.htm), I find that only rarely do

any arrive with any real and genuine ability to think logically.  It is as if the vast majority
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of graduates from TCM schools in North America have passed their exams and gained

licensure without any actual notion of how this system works, of how the pieces actually

fit together to create an actual working methodology that can be repeated and honed in

clinical interactions.  Worse still, the outright animosity such criticism incites seems to

indicate that many practitioners are in out-and-out opposition to obtaining such skills –

favoring as so many do an ‘intuitive’ approach.  

The hard reality of practicing holistic TCM in any Western culture is that clinical

skills are only the beginning.  It goes without saying that one must be able to deliver in-

clinic.  Yet of equal importance in my experience is the ability to communicate about

what we do – to lay patients, other medical professionals and fellow colleagues within

our own industry.  As appalling as a lack of clinical competence might be, the dearth of

competent communication skills about holism and holistic TCM is nearly as damning.  I

cannot attest to having encountered even one practitioner (other than those few veteran

practitioner / teachers who make their living teaching such clear thinking and

communication skills) who can correctly and competently communicate about the unique

pathophysiology of TCM – viz. the disease causes / disease mechanism that reveal and

facilitate high-level understanding of complicated clinical scenarios.  

If logic becomes the enemy, one regresses from professional medical practice into

later-day witchcraft and magic – which is precisely what seduces so many practitioners

and students, young and old alike.  Age and veteran status appear to be no guarantee of

competence.  

“a professional TCM pattern discrimination should be objectively

grounded in a rational analysis of signs and symptoms according to agreed

upon professional norms . . .  Among a certain segment of the population

most interested in Chinese medicine in the West, intuition is valued above

rationality . . . If one merely relies on intuition, sometimes one will be

right and sometimes one will be wrong.  If one thinks through the problem

in a rational manner, this margin of error diminishes . . . the closer one

follows the time-tested methodology of Chinese medicine . . . the better

the clinical results . . . One of the greatest values of TCM is its time-tested

methodology.”  (Bob Flaws)

It seems the place to put one’s efforts in sharpening clinical skills is in practicing

the logical and time-tested methodology that has made TCM the professional medical
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system it is and which allows the circumspect practitioner to prescribe treatment with

such unparalleled confidence, knowing that not less than two and a half thousand years of

continuous, logical debate has given rise to a system in which most of the ‘kinks’ have

been worked out.  Yet, to achieve this, one must first memorize and absorb the essential

linguistic parameters of TCM, learning how to manipulate this linguistic reality and the

concepts such statements represent before attempting the application of TCM logic in

discriminating patterns and the pathophysiology of a given patient’s condition.  Sorry to

say Jake, such achievement involves not intuition but rather sweat and labor; and it is not

a skill-set one learns in a few minutes of inspired New Age enlightenment.  
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